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XML tools and arhiteture for Named Entity reognitionAndrei Mikheev�, Claire Grover and Mar MoensHCRC Language Tehnology Group,University of Edinburgh,2 Buleuh Plae, Edinburgh EH8 9LW, UK.mikheev�harlequin.o.uk C.Grover�ed.a.uk M.Moens�ed.a.ukNovember 26, 1998
OverviewNamed Entity reognition involves identifying expressions whih refer to (for example) people,organisations, loations, or artefats in texts. This paper reports on the development of aNamed Entity reognition system developed fully within the xml paradigm.In setion 1 we desribe the nature of the Named Entity reognition task and the omplexitiesinvolved. The system we developed was entered as part of a darpa-sponsored ompetition,and we will briey desribe the nature of that ompetition.We then give an overview of the design philosophy behind our Named Entity reognitionsystem and desribe the various xml tools that were used both in the development of thesystem and that make up the runtime system (setion 2), and give a detailed desription ofhow these tools were used to reognise temporal and numerial expressions (setion 3) andnames of people, organisations and loations (setion 4). We onlude with a desription of theresults we ahieved in the ompetition, and how these ompare to other systems (setion 5),and give details on the availability of the system (setion 6).1 Named Entity reognition1.1 Named EntitiesNamed Entity reognition involves proessing a text and identifying ertain ourenes ofwords or expressions as belonging to partiular ategories of Named Entities (ne). When thisis done within the xml paradigm, the result is annotated text where eah ne is annotatedwith information about the type of ne the system found.Consider the following sentene:�Now at Harlequin Ltd. (Edinburgh oÆe) 1



On Jan 13th, John Briggs Jnr ontated Wonderful Stokbrokers In inNew York and instruted them to sell all his shares in Ame.A Named Entity reognition system might annotate this sentene as follows:On <NE TYPE="DATE">Jan 13th</NE>, <NE TYPE="PERSON">John Briggs Jnr</NE>ontated <NE TYPE="COMPANY">Wonderful Stokbrokers In</NE> in<NE TYPE="PLACE">New York</NE> and instruted them to sell all his shares in<NE TYPE="COMPANY">Ame</NE>.What ounts as a Named Entity depends on the appliation that makes use of the annotations.One suh appliation is doument retrieval or automated doument forwarding: doumentsannoted with ne information an be searhed or forwarded more aurately than raw text.For example, ne annotation allows you to searh for all texts that mention the ompanyPhilip Morris, ignoring douments about an unrelated person alled Philip Morris. Or youan have all douments forwarded to you about a person alled Gates, without reeivingdouments about things alled gates. In a doument olletion annotated with Named Entityinformation you an easily �nd douments about the spae shuttle Columbia without gettingdouments about Columbia D.C. Or you an retrieve all douments that talk about Hope (inAlabama), without also getting douments about people alled Hope or about expetationsand desires.Another use of Named Entity reognition is in the onstrution of bak-of-the-book indexes(e.g. an index for an enylopaedia). In suh an index you probably want to distinguishdisussions of Alfred Nobel from mentions of people who won the Nobel prize, rather thanjust giving page numbers for every single ourene of \Nobel". This an be done if the nereognition system has annotated mentions of Nobel as a person di�erently from mentionsof Nobel as an artefat. Similarly, suh an index will probably want to distinguish betweenAlzheimer the disease and Alzheimer the dotor, or between Java the programming languageand Java the ountry.Current work on metadata standardization (XML-Data, RDF) is onerned with the devel-opment of a syntax for annotating this kind of information. The system desribed here isintended to provide suh annotation automatially.1.2 Named Entities in the LTG systemWe reently designed and built a Named Entity reognition system and entered the systemin the Message Understanding Competition mu. This is a ompetition on information ex-tration from text, sponsored by the U.S. Defense Advaned Researh Projets Ageny [8℄.The Named Entities our system reognises and the type of annotation it uses for the markupare therefore the ones stipulated by the mu ompetition rules. Here are some examples;Temporal expressions. For the ompetition, absolute and relative temporal expressionsneeded to be marked up as <TIMEX> entities of type DATE or TIME. For example:<TIMEX TYPE="DATE">all of 1987</TIMEX>Named Entity reognition in XML { 2{ Mikheev et al



<TIMEX TYPE="DATE">from 1990 through 1992</TIMEX><TIMEX TYPE="DATE">first-half</TIMEX> profitthe <TIMEX TYPE="DATE">1986-87 aademi year</TIMEX><TIMEX TYPE="TIME">8:24 a.m. Chiago time</TIMEX><TIMEX TYPE="TIME">early Friday evening</TIMEX><TIMEX TYPE="TIME">9 p.m.</TIMEX><TIMEX TYPE="DATE">Monday</TIMEX>the <TIMEX TYPE="TIME">morning after the<TIMEX TYPE="DATE">July 17</TIMEX> disaster</TIMEX>on <TIMEX TYPE="DATE">All Saints' Day</TIMEX>Mentions of urrenies and perentages. Numeri expressions, monetary expressions andperentages, whether in numeri or alphabeti form, had to be marked up as <NUMEX>entities of type MONEY or of type PERCENT. For example:<NUMEX TYPE="MONEY">175 to 180 million Canadian dollars</NUMEX><NUMEX TYPE="MONEY">10- and 20-dollar</NUMEX>bills<NUMEX TYPE="MONEY">several million New Pesos</NUMEX>the equivalent of less than <NUMEX TYPE="MONEY">a U.S. penny</NUMEX>more than<NUMEX TYPE="PERCENT">95%</NUMEX>Names of organisations, persons and loations. These are marked up as <ENAMEX> en-tities of type ORGANIZATION, PERSON or LOCATION. For example:in <ENAMEX TYPE="LOCATION">North and South Ameria</ENAMEX><ENAMEX TYPE="LOCATION">U.S.</ENAMEX> exportersthe <ENAMEX TYPE="ORGANIZATION">U.S. Fish and Wildlife Servie</ENAMEX>some <ENAMEX TYPE="ORGANIZATION">Treasury</ENAMEX> bonds and seuritiesthe <ENAMEX TYPE="PERSON">Clinton</ENAMEX> government<ENAMEX TYPE="ORGANISATION">Mirosoft</ENAMEX> hairman<ENAMEX TYPE="PERSON">Bill Gates</ENAMEX> said yesterday...Also, niknames of organisations (e.g. \Big Blue"), loations (e.g. \the Big Apple") andpeople (e.g. \Mr. Fix-It") needed to be marked up as ENAMEX entities of the appropriatetype.1.3 The omplexity of Named Entity reognitionNamed Entity reognition is a diÆult task for a number of reasons. First, the de�nition ofwhat is and is not a Named Entity an be very omplex. For example, aording to the muompetition rules, the following should not be marked up:Artefats. Artefats like \the spae shuttle Columbia" don't get marked up. The \WallStreet Journal" and \MTV" are organisations, and should be marked up as suh. Butwhen someone is reading the Wall Street Journal or wathing MTV, they are artefats,and should not be marked up. \Boeing" is an organisation, whose stoks may rise whenAme Corp orders another \Boeing". That seond ourene of \Boeing" is an artefatand should not be marked up; but the �rst ourene of \Boeing" is an organisationand should be marked up.Named Entity reognition in XML { 3{ Mikheev et al



Things named after people. \Nobel" and \Alzheimer" are names of people, and ourenesof their names should be tagged as suh. But in \Nobel Prize" or \Alzheimer's" theirnames should not be tagged.Numbers whih are not urrenies or perentages. For example, one should not addmarkup to expressions like \unhanged at 95.05", \went up 12 points" or \1.5 times".These rules may look ad ho, but that is an aurate reetion of the nature of the NamedEntity reognition task: what is and is not a Named Entity depends on the appliationthat will make use of the Named Entities. The appliation may require you to distinguishAlfred Nobel from the Nobel prize, but need not. Also, in the system we developed wedon't distinguish di�erent types of artefats|we only distinguish artefats from organisations,people and loations, and leave the artefatual use of words like Boeing (the airraft), Nobel(the prize) or Columbia (the spae shuttle) unmarked. But one an easily imagine appliationswhere transport vehiles (like a Boeing or a spae shuttle) need to be marked separately fromall other artefats.A seond diÆulty is that it is important to tag exatly the right words. The entire string\Arthur Andersen Consulting" should be marked as an ORGANIZATION; one should not markthe substring \Arthur Andersen" as a PERSON. In \Canada's Parliament", \Canada" (withoutthe 's) should be marked up as LOCATION; \Parliament" should be marked up as ORGANIZATION.Again, this may appear ad ho and the de�nition of how muh should be marked up will bede�ned by the appliation. But for any appliation, onsisteny of ne markup, however adho it may seem, is ruial.The third and biggest problem is that Named Entities are expressed with words whih anrefer to many other things. One might think that Named Entity reognition ould be doneby using lists of (e.g.) names of people, plaes and organisations, but that is not the ase. Tobegin with, the lists would be huge: it is estimated that there are 1.5 million unique surnamesjust in the U.S. [11℄. It is not feasible to list all possible surnames in the world in a NamedEntity reognition system.There is a similar problem with ompany names. A list of all urrent ompanies worldwidewould be huge, if at all available, and would be out of date tomorrow sine new ompaniesare formed all the time. In addition, ompany names an our in variations: a list ofompany names might ontain \The Royal Bank of Sotland pl", but that ompany mightalso be referred to as \The Royal Bank of Sotland", \The Royal" or \The Royal pl". Thesevariations would all have to be listed as well.But even if it was possible to list all possible organisations and loations and people, therewould still be the problem of overlaps between the list. Names suh as Emerson or Washingtonould be names of people as well as plaes; Philip Morris ould be a person or an organisation.In addition, suh lists would also ontain words like \Hope" (a loation) and \ThinkingMahines" (a ompany), whereas these words ould also our in ontexts where they don'trefer to named entities. One ould add some intelligene to the system and only tag thesewords when they have a apital letter. But that would still lead to erroneous markup when\Hope" ours at the start of a sentene, or when \Thinking Mahines" ours in an all-apitalised headline. `Named Entity reognition in XML { 4{ Mikheev et al



Identifying temporal expressions seems easier|after all, there are only 12 months, and wean list these and reliably identify them. But a system that does this might get onfusedwhen it �nds a mention of \the Chinese-built Long Marh roket" or a referene to someonealled \April May", expressions whih obviously should not be marked up as dates.1.4 The MUC CompetitionThe mu ompetition for whih we built our system took plae in Marh 1998. Prior to theompetition, partiipants reeived a detailed oding manual whih spei�ed what should andshould not be marked up, and how the markup should proeed. They also reeived a fewhundred artiles from the New York Times Servie, marked up by the organisers aordingto the rules of the oding manual.For the ompetition itself, partiipants reeived 100 artiles. They then had 5 days to performthe hosen information extration tasks (in our ase: Named Entity reognition) withouthuman intervention, and markup the text with the Named Entities found. The resultingmarked up �le then had to be returned to the organisers for soring.Soring of the results is done automatially by the organisers. The soring software omparesa partiipant's answer �le against a arefully prepared key �le; the key �le is onsidered to bethe \orretly" annotated �le. Amongst many other things, the soring software alulates asystem's reall and preision sores:Reall: Number of orret tags in the answer �le over total number of tags in the key �le.Preision: Number of orret tags in the answer �le over total number of tags in the answer�le.Reall and preision are generally aepted ways of measuring system performane in this�eld. For example, suppose you have a text whih is 1000 words long, and 20 of these wordsexpress a loation. Now imagine a dumb system whih assigns the LOCATION tag to everysingle word in the text. This system will have tagged orretly all 20 loations, sine it taggedeverything as LOCATION; its reall sore is 20/20, or 100%. But of the 1000 LOCATION tags itassigned, only those 20 were orret; its preision is therefore only 20/1000, or 2%.Here is an invented example of the kind of text the partiipants in the mu ompetition hadto proess. The reason for inventing an example is that it allows us to demonstrate a widerrange of phenomena in a more ompat way:<DOC><PREAMBLE>GENERAL TRENDS ANALYST PREDICTS LITTLE SPRING EXPLOSIONBy Liza MDonald</PREAMBLE><TEXT><P>Flavel Donne Jr, an analyst with General Trends In, announed 2 days ago thatLittle Spring would ome to a loud end on May 29, 1999. General Trends, whih isbased in Little Spring, has been produing preditions like this sine early 1963.</P><P>Donne is C.E.O. of General Trends and also of Adam Kluver Ltd. But John May, 29,Named Entity reognition in XML { 5{ Mikheev et al



spokesman for Adam Kluver, said yesterday they distaned themselves from Donne'spredition. He added that their stok had gone down 12% sine May and is now valuedat 130 million Canadian dollars. Flavel Donne was 42 last Thursday.</P></TEXT></DOC>The example was onstruted to illustrate a wide range of phenomena:� Company names are �titious, and not part of any lists of existing ompany names.� Company names are multi-word expressions, whih ontain ommon words (general,trends) or whih look like person names (Adam Kluver).� Company names are sometimes referred to only in part: \Adam Kluver In." is alsoreferred to as Adam Kluver, whih ould be mistaken for a person; \General Trends Ltd"is also referred to as \General Trends", whih|espeially in the apitalized headline|ould be mistaken as a ommon noun phrase (an analyst of general trends).� Person names have unusual hristian names (Flavel, whih we invented and is unlikelyto be in any list of Christian names) or possibly onfusing surnames (May, whih ouldbe mistaken for a temporal expression).� There are multi-word person names (\Flavel Donne Jr"), but the same person is alsoreferred to as just \Donne".� The text ontains dates, perentages and monetary values, whih should be tagged. Italso ontains other numbers, whih should not be tagged: in \Donne is 42", the numbershould not be tagged; in \2 days ago", the \2" should not be tagged, but the wholeexpression should be tagged as a temporal expression.� In one instane, \May" followed by a number indiates a date, in another it indiatesthe name of a person followed by an age. This should result in di�erent markup.Our mu system produes the following output:<DOC><PREAMBLE><ENAMEX TYPE='ORGANIZATION'>GENERAL TRENDS</ENAMEX> ANALYST PREDICTS<ENAMEX TYPE='LOCATION'>LITTLE SPRING</ENAMEX> EXPLOSIONBy <ENAMEX TYPE='PERSON'>Liza MDonald</ENAMEX></PREAMBLE><TEXT><P><ENAMEX TYPE='PERSON'>Flavel Donne Jr</ENAMEX>, an analyst with<ENAMEX TYPE='ORGANIZATION'> General Trends In</ENAMEX>, announed<TIMEX TYPE='DATE'>2 days ago</TIMEX> that<ENAMEX TYPE='LOCATION'>Little Spring</ENAMEX> would ome to a loud endon <TIMEX TYPE='DATE'>May 29, 1999</TIMEX>.<ENAMEX TYPE='ORGANIZATION'>General Trends</ENAMEX>, whih is based in<ENAMEX TYPE='LOCATION'>Little Spring</ENAMEX>, has been produing preditions likethis sine <TIMEX TYPE='DATE'>early 1963</TIMEX>.<P>Named Entity reognition in XML { 6{ Mikheev et al



<ENAMEX TYPE='PERSON'>Donne</ENAMEX> is C.E.O. of <ENAMEX TYPE='ORGANIZATION'>GeneralTrends</ENAMEX> and also of <ENAMEX TYPE='ORGANIZATION'>Adam Kluver Ltd.</ENAMEX>But <ENAMEX TYPE='PERSON'>John May</ENAMEX>, 29, spokesman for<ENAMEX TYPE='ORGANIZATION'>Adam Kluver</ENAMEX>, said<TIMEX TYPE='DATE'>yesterday</TIMEX> they distaned themselves from<ENAMEX TYPE='PERSON'>Donne</ENAMEX>'s predition. He added that their stok hadgone down <NUMEX TYPE='PERCENT'>12%</NUMEX> sine <TIMEX TYPE='DATE'>May</TIMEX>and is now valued at <NUMEX TYPE='MONEY'>130 million Canadian dollars</NUMEX>.<ENAMEX TYPE='PERSON'>Flavel Donne</ENAMEX> was 42 <TIMEX TYPE='DATE'>last Thursday</TIMEX>.</TEXT></DOC>2 LTG text handling tools2.1 SGML awarenessAt the Language Tehnology Group we have developed a suite of reusable text proessingtools. These are modular tools with stream input/output; eah tool does a very spei� job,but an be ombined with other tools in a pipeline. Di�erent ombinations of the same toolsan thus be used in a pipeline for ompleting di�erent text proessing tasks.Our arhiteture imposes an additional onstraint on the input/output streams: they shouldhave a ommon syntati format. For this ommon format we use eXtensible Markup Lan-guage (xml).A tool in our arhiteture is thus a piee of software whih uses an api for all its aess toxml data and performs a partiular task: exploiting markup whih has previously been addedby other tools, removing markup, or adding new markup to the stream(s) with or withoutremoving the previously added markup. This approah allows us to remain entirely withinthe xml paradigm during text proessing. At the same time, we an be very general in thedesign of our tools, eah of whih an be used for many di�erent purposes. Furthermore,beause we an pipe data through proesses, the unix operating system itself provides thenatural \glue" for integrating data-level appliations.The xml-handling api in our workbenh are our lt nsl and lt xml libraries ([12℄, [13℄).They allow a tool to read, hange or add attribute values and harater data to xml elementsand to address a partiular element in an xml stream using a query language alled ltquery.ltquery o�ers a way of speifying partiular nodes in the xml doument struture. For exam-ple, the newspaper artiles we were dealing with in the mu ompetition an be representedas the sgml tree illustrated in Figure 1.Queries in ltquery are oded as strings whih give a (partial) desription of a path from theroot of the xml doument (the top-level element) to the desired xml element(s). For example,the query.*/TEXT/.*/S[STATUS="PARSED"℄refers to any <S> element whose attribute STATUS has the value PARSED and whih ours atany level of nesting inside a <TEXT> element whih, in turn, an our anywhere inside theNamed Entity reognition in XML { 7{ Mikheev et al
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Figure 1: Partial SGML tree for a MUC Newspaper artiledoument's top-level element. It does not apply, e.g., to <S> elements inside the douments<PREAMBLE>.The example shows that an ltquery query is a sequene of terms, separated by slashes. Eahterm in the query desribes either an xml element or a nested sequene of xml elements.Element names an be followed by a list of attribute spei�ations in square brakets. Anitem that ends in a * mathes a nested sequene of zero or more xml elements, eah of whihmath the item without the *. For example, P* will math a <P> element, arbitrarily deeplynested inside other <P> elements. A full stop will math any xml element name; thus, asimple way of �nding a <P> element anywhere inside a doument is to use the query .*/P.A ondition with an index n mathes only the nth sub-element of the enlosing element.Index ounting starts from 0. Thus, DOC/TEXT/P[0℄ will give all �rst paragraphs under<TEXT> elements whih are under <DOC>.The simplest way of on�guring our xml tools is to speify in a query where the tool shouldapply its proessing. Using the syntax of ltquery we an diretly speify whih parts of thestream we want to proess and whih parts we want to skip. This also allows us to provide atool with proessing resoures (e.g. grammars) spei�ally tailored to those doument partsthe tool is attending to. For example, we have a tool alled fsgmath whih an be used toidentify ertain sgml elements in the input text and wrap them into larger sgml elements,aording to rules spei�ed in resoure grammars. It an be alled with di�erent resouregrammars for di�erent doument parts. Here is an example pipeline using fsgmath:>> at text | fsgmath -q ".*/DATE|NWORDS" date.gr| fsgmath -q ".*/PREAMBLE" preamb.gr| fsgmath -q ".*/TEXT/P[0℄" first.grIn this pipeline, fsgmath takes the input text, and proesses the data that has been markedup as <DATE> or <NWORDS> using a resoure grammar alled date.gr; then it proesses thedata in <PREAMBLE> using the resoure grammar preamb.gr; and then it proesses the �rstparagraph in the <TEXT> setion using the grammar first.gr.This tehnique allows one to tailor resoure grammars very preisely to partiular parts of thetext. For example, the reason for applying first.gr to the �rst paragraph of a newspaperNamed Entity reognition in XML { 8{ Mikheev et al



artile is that that paragraph often ontains unusual information whih ours nowhere elsein the artile in that form. Here is the start of a typial artile:CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. &MD; Working in hilly temperatures Wednesday...In our analysis of the mu newspaper artiles, we notied that if an artile starts with api-talized words followed by &MD; the apitalized words indiate a loation. It is easy to apturethis in a grammar. But the phenomenon only ours in text initial <P> elements. And it isvery eÆient to be able to tell fsgmath only to apply that speialised grammar to the �rst<P> element of any text it is proessing.We have developed a range of sgml and xml-aware proessing tools. Some of them are low-level tools, suh as sgdelmarkup whih strips unwanted markup from a doument, or sgsedand sgtr, whih are sgml-aware versions of the unix tools sed and tr; some are higher-leveltools, suh as the sgml transduer fsgmath mentioned above. Combinations of these toolsprovide us with the means to explore large text olletions and to do fast prototyping of textproessing appliations. We have used these tools in the development of systems for manydi�erent appliations, suh as statistial text ategorization [2℄, information extration in amedial domain [3℄, olloation extration for lexiography [1℄, et. A detailed desription ofthe tools, their interations and appliations an be found in [4℄ and [10℄; information an alsobe found at our website, http://www.ltg.ed.a.uk/software/. In the rest of this setion,we will onentrate on some of the higer-level sgml-aware tools used in the Named Entityreognition system.2.2 lttoklttok is an sgml-aware tokeniser. Tokenisers take an input stream and divide it up intowords or tokens, aording to some agreed de�nition of what a token is. This is not just amatter of �nding white spaes between haraters. For example, one needs to deide whether\I've" and \an't" are one or two tokens. Also, for some appliations one may want to treatas one token multi-word expressions like \Tony Blair Jnr", \President Bill Clinton", \Mr deToqueville" or \January 17th, 1998". And hyphenated words like \�rst-quarter-harge" anbe treated as a single token or three tokens, depending on the appliation.The ltg tokeniser lttok works at the harater level: it looks at the haraters in the inputstream and, using �nite-state mahinery, bundles them into tokens aording to rules spei�edin its resoure grammars. The input to lttok an be sgml-marked up text, and lttok anbe direted to only proess parsed harater data within ertain sgml or xml elements.Here is an example of the use of lttok:at text | lttok -q ".*/P|TITLE|PREAMBLE|TRAILER" -mark W -attr C standard.grlttok tokenises the harater data in all the <P> elements as well as in the TITLE, thePREAMBLE and the TRAILER, using the rules in the resoure grammar standard.gr. Thetokens it �nds will be marked up using the sgml element <W>, and attribute information willbe added using the attribute name C. The resoure �le stipulates what the possible values arefor this attribute. Here is some example output from this pipeline:Named Entity reognition in XML { 9{ Mikheev et al



s <W C='W'>Donne</W> <W C='W'>is</W> <W C='W'>C.E.O.</W> <W C='W'>of</W> <WC='W'>General</W> <W C='W'>Trends</W> <W C='W'>and</W> <W C='W'>also</W><W C='W'>of</W> <W C='W'>Adam</W> <W C='W'>Kluver</W> <W C='W'>Ltd.</W> <WC='W'>But</W> <W C='W'>John</W> <W C='W'>May</W><W C='CM'>,</W> <W C='CD'>29</W><WC='CM'>,</W> <W C='W'>spokesman</W>...... <W C='W'>is</W> <W C='W'>now</W> <W C='W'>valued</W> <W C='W'>at</W> <WC='CD'>130</W> <W C='W'>million</W> <W C='W'>Canadian</W> <W C='W'>dollars.</W>...Beause of instrutions in the resoure �le standard.gr, lttok also added the attribute C toeah <W> element, whose value is W in the ase of a word, CM in the ase of a omma, CD inthe ase of a numeral, et. This is information whih other proessing tools an make use of.2.3 ltstopAs the above example shows, although the tokeniser adds annotation for ommas, it does notadd annotation for full stops. The reason for this is that not every period is a full stop; someare part of an abbreviation. Depending on the hoie of resoure �le for lttok, a period willeither always be attahed to the preeding word (as in the above example, where the full stopstays with the sentene-�nal word \dollars" and with the abbreviation \C.E.O.") or it willalways be split o�.This reates an ambiguity where a sentene-�nal period is also part of an abbreviation, asin our example \...and also of General Trends Ltd. But..." For many reasons is it useful toknow where a sentene ends, and looking for a full stop followed by a spae and a apitalletter is not always suÆient, as illustrated in \It is the B.B.C. Seretary-General who..."To resolve this ambiguity we use a speial program, ltstop, whih applies a maximum entropymodel pre-trained on a orpus [7℄. The statistial model knows whih features are relevant indeiding whether a word is an abbreviation (e.g. usual length of abbreviations, apitalization,preeding words, ...) or when a word is sentene-�nal, or both. It has aquired these featuresautomatially, on the basis of a orpus in whih abbreviations and full-stops have been hand-annotated.In the above example, ltstop will split the period from ordinary sentene-�nal words andreate an end-of-sentene token <W C=".">.</W>; or it will leave the period with the word ifit is an abbreviation; or, in the ase of sentene-�nal abbreviations, it will leave the periodwith the abbreviation and in addition reate a virtual full stop <W C="."></W>Like the other ltg tools ltstop an be targeted at partiular sgml elements. In our example,we want to target it at <W> elements within <P> elements|the output of lttok. It an beused with di�erent maximum entropy models, trained on di�erent types of orpora.For our example, the full pipeline looks as follows:at text | lttok -q ".*/P|TITLE|PREAMBLE|TRAILER" -mark W -attr C standard.gr| ltstop -q ".*/P/W" fs_model.me > text.stopThis will generate the following output in text.stop:
Named Entity reognition in XML { 10{ Mikheev et al



<W C='W'>Donne</W> <W C='W'>is</W> <W C='W'>C.E.O.</W> <W C='W'>of</W> <WC='W'>General</W> <W C='W'>Trends</W> <W C='W'>and</W> <W C='W'>also</W> <WC='W'>of</W> <W C='W'>Adam</W> <W C='W'>Kluver</W> <W C='W'>Ltd.</W><W C='.'></W><W C='W'>But</W> <W C='W'>John</W> ...... <W C='W'>is</W> <W C='W'>now</W> <W C='W'>valued</W> <W C='W'>at</W> <WC='CD'>130</W> <W C='W'>million</W> <W C='W'>Canadian</W> <W C='W'>dollars</W><WC='.'>.</W> ...Note how ltstop left periods with abbreviations like \C.E.O.", separated o� the full stopafter \dollars", and left the period with \Ltd." but added a �nal stop to this sentene, makingexpliit that the period after \Ltd." has two distint funtions.2.4 ltposAnother standard ltg tool we use in our mu system is our part-of-speeh tagger ltpos [6℄.Part-of-speeh tagging (pos tagging) involves annotating words (as identi�ed by the tokeniser)with information as to whether they are a verb, a noun, et. To do this, pos taggers look upwords in a lexion whih will tell them that, e.g., \left" is most likely to be a past tense verb(as in \he left") or an adjetive (\my left foot"), but ould also be a past partiiple (\theyhave left"), a noun (\on the left"), or an adverb (\go left"). Taggers also have statistialo-ourrene information, e.g. that an adjetive is more likely to be followed by a noun thanby a verb.Part-of-speeh tagged text is useful input for a Named Entity reognition system. For ex-ample, in \GIVE ME THE BILL", \BILL" will be tagged as a noun; in \GIVE ME BILL",\BILL" will be tagged as a proper name. The theoretial di�erene between a noun and aproper name is not important for present purposes, exept that names of people tend to beproper names rather than nouns. On the basis of this information, a Named Entity reogni-tion system an deide that \BILL" in the �rst sentene is more unlikely to be a <PERSON>than in the seond sentene. This is obviously not suÆient to make a deision either way asto what sort of named entity \BILL" is, but it provides some extra evidene whih an beused in ombination with (for example) ontextual lues.Our part-of-speeh tagger ltpos is sgml-aware: it reads a stream of sgml elements spei�edby the query and applies a statistial tehnique to assign the most likely pos tags. Animportant feature of the tagger is an advaned module for handling words whih are notin the lexion [5℄. This proved to be ruial for name spotting: given that part-of-speehinformation an be a great help in deteting names, the pos tagger needs to be able topos~tag unknown words|like the word \Donne" in \Donne is 42".ltpos also arries out a few other tasks whih are useful for Named Entity reognition. Forapitalised words, ltpos adds information as to whether the word exist in lowerase in thelexion (marked as L="l") or whether it exists in lowerase elsewhere in the same doument(marked as L="d"), or none of the above (marked as L="#"). This information is partiularlyuseful for multi-word Named Entities, whih ontain ommon words: suppose a text ontainsthe sentene \Suspended Ceiling Contrators Ltd denied the harge". Sine the sentene-initial word has a apital letter, it ould be an adjetive modifying the ompany \CeilingContrators Ltd", or it ould be part of the ompany name, \Suspended Ceiling ContratorsLtd". By marking early on that \suspended" also ours in the lexion in lowerase, the sys-tem will later know to be autious about how many words to inlude in the <ORGANIZATION>Named Entity reognition in XML { 11{ Mikheev et al



tag.This is what the pipeline looks like:at text.tok | ltpos -q ".*/P|PREAMBLE|TRAILER|BC|TITLE"-pos_attr C -lookup_attr L posgram > text.posThe all to ltpos spei�es that the part of speeh tags should be entered as values to theattribute C; in other words, it hanges the urrent W values of the C attribute to pos values.pos values are reasonably mnemoni abbreviations, fairly standard in the omputationallinguistis literature|suh as JJ for adjetive, CC for onjuntion, NN for singular noun,NNP for singular proper name, and DT for determiner. The pipeline gives the followingoutput:<W L='#' C='NNP'>Flavel</W> <W L='#' C='NNP'>Donne</W> <W L='#' C='NNP'>Jr</W><WC=','>,</W> <W C='DT'>an</W> <W C='NN'>analyst</W> <W C='IN'>with</W> ...2.5 fsgmathThe ore tool in our mu system is fsgmath. fsgmath is an sgml transduer. It takesertain types of sgml elements and wraps them into larger sgml elements. In addition, it isalso possible to use fsgmath for harater-level tokenisation, but in this paper we will onlydesribe its funtionality at the sgml level.fsgmath an be alled with di�erent resoure grammars, e.g. one an develop a grammarfor reognising names of organisations or temporal expressions. Like the other ltg tools, itis possible to use fsgmath in a very targeted way, telling it only to proess sgml elementswithin ertain other sgml elements, and to use a spei� resoure grammar for that purpose.The ombined funtionality of lttok and fsgmath gives system designers many degrees offreedom. Suppose you want to map harater strings like \25th" or \3rd" into sgml entities.You an do this at the harater level, using lttok, speifying that strings that math [0-9℄+[-℄?((st)|(nd)|(rd)|(th)) should be wrapped into the sgml struture <W C="ORD">. Oryou an do it at the sgml level: if your tokeniser had marked up numbers like \25" as <WC="CD"> then you an write a rule for fsgmath saying that <W C="NUM"> followed by a <W>element whose harater data onsist of th, nd, rd or st an be wrapped into an <W C="ORD">element.A transdution rule in fsgmath an aess and utilize any information stated in the elementattributes, hek sub-elements of an element, do lexion lookup for harater data of anelement, et. For instane, a transdution rule an say: \if there are one or more W elements(i.e. words) with attribute C (i.e. part of speeh tag) set to NNP (proper noun) followed by aW element with harater data \Ltd.", then wrap this sequene into an ENAMEX element withattribute TYPE set to ORGANIZATION.Transdution rules an hek left and right ontexts, and they an aess sub-elements ofomplex elements; for example, a rule an hek whether the last W element under an NGelement (i.e. the head noun of a noun group) is of a partiular type, and then inlude thewhole noun group into a higher level onstrution. Element ontents an be looked up in alexion. The lexion lookup supports multi-word entries and multiple rule mathes are alwaysresolved to the longest one.Named Entity reognition in XML { 12{ Mikheev et al



An example of a small but useful thing we use fsgmath for is to assign ertain \semanti"tags whih are partiularly useful for mu proessing. For example, words ending in -ystand -ist (analyst, geologist) as well as words ourring in a speial list of words (spokesman,diretor) are reognised as professions and marked as suh (S="PROF"). Adjetives ending in-an or -ese whose root form ours in a list of loations (Amerian, Japanese) are marked asloative adjetives (S="LOC JJ").To ahieve this, it makes most sense to invoke fsgmath immediately after ltpos:at text.pos | fsgmath -q ".*/P|PREAMBLE|TRAILER" sem.gr<W L='#' C='NNP'>Flavel</W> <W L='T' C='NNP'>Donne</W> <W L='#'C='NNP'>Jr</W></ENAMEX><W C=','>,</W> <W C='DT'>an</W> <W S='PROF'C='NN'>analyst</W> <W C='IN'>with</W>Beause fsgmath plays suh a ruial role in our mu system, we desribe it and the rulesin the resoure grammars in more detail in the following setion.3 TIMEX, NUMEXTemporal and numerial expressions in English newspapers have a fairly strutured appear-ane whih an be aptured by means of grammar rules. We developed a grammar for thetemporal expressions we needed to apture. We also ompiled lists of temporal entities, likedays of the week and names of months (inluding abbreviations), and holidays and festivals(like \Hannukah" and \Hogmanay"). We also ompiled a grammar of numerial expressions,as well as a list of urrenies. The sgml transduer fsgmath uses these resoures to wrapthe appropriate strings with timex and numex tags.Figure 2 is an exerpt of the kind of resoure �le used by fsgmath to identify ertain timexexpressions in the texts.One of the rules in Figure 2 is alled day-name. Its type is DISJF, whih means that, forthe rule to be suessful, one of its subrules (day-name-full or day-name-abbrev) shouldsueed.The rule day-name-full heks whether the input mathes CCAPWRD|it heks if the input isan sgml entity labelled <W> (i.e. a word), whose pdata math the regular expression givenin the entity de�nition for CCAPWRD (i.e. whether it is a apitalized word). When it �ndsa mathing sgml item, it heks whether this word also ours in the �le TIM_lex|a �leontaining many temporal expressions, suh as Monday, January, Tue, and Hogmanay, withtags indiating whether they are days of the week, holidays, et. If the apitalized word isfound in that �le, its tag is heked. If the tag is found to be DY the <W> element is wrappedin a <TIMEX> element of type DATE.It is worth pointing out that the resoure �les of whih Figure 2 is a small exerpt arethemselves strutured as xml douments. We �rmly believe that a good strategy for buildingtext proessing appliations like the ne system is to build them using xml annotated streaminput/output, but it does not follow from this that all the resoure �les that are alled in theourse of this proess should also be in xml. However, beause the prodution of the resoureNamed Entity reognition in XML { 13{ Mikheev et al



<?XML version="1.0" ?><!DOCTYPE RULES SYSTEM "RuleSpe.dtd" [<!ENTITY CAPWRD "W/#~^[A-Z℄[A-z℄*$" >℄><RULES name="date" apply="all" type=SGML><LEX type="PHRASE"file_name="&NUMEX-DIR;/timex.lex"alias="TIM_lex" ></LEX><!-- Monday Tuesday ... --><RULE name="day-name-full" targ_sg='TIMEX TYPE DATE' ><REL math="&CAPWRD;" ><CONSTR hek_in="TIM_lex" hek_tags="DY *"></CONSTR></REL></RULE><!-- Mon. Mon Tues. Tues ... --><RULE name="day-name-abbrev" targ_sg='TIMEX TYPE DATE'><REL math="&CAPWRD;" ><CONSTR hek_in="TIM_lex" hek_tags="DYA *"></CONSTR></REL><REL math="W[C="."℄" m_mod=QUEST></REL></RULE><!-- Monday Mon. Mon ... --><RULE name="day-name" type=DISJF ><REL type=REF math="day-name-full"></REL><REL type=REF math="day-name-abbrev"></REL></RULE></RULES>Figure 2: Examples of sgml transdution rules for reognising ertain temporal expressions�les was done by a number of di�erent people, working within xml with ommonly agreeddtds was found to be helpful.The TIMEX and NUMEX omponents of our mu system do not make use of part-of-speehtagged information, and an be run before or after lttok and ltstop.4 ENAMEXFor reognising enamex elements, we similarly ompiled grammars and olleted resoures,suh as names of loations and organisations, �rst names (for use in name reognition), et.But as demonstrated in setion 1, a mu system annot rely too muh on suh lists, anddi�erent strategies need to be used for high-preision enamex reognition. In fat, we haveNamed Entity reognition in XML { 14{ Mikheev et al



also run our ne system without any lexial resoures and report on these experiments in [9℄.The basi philosophy underlying our approah is as follows. When looking at a string ofwords like \Adam Kluver" it is not possible to say whether this is the name of a person or anorganisation. However, somewhere in the text, there is likely to be some ontextual materialwhih makes it lear whih of those it is. Our strategy is to only make a deision one wehave identi�ed this bit of ontextual information.We further assume that, one we have identi�ed ontextual material whih makes it lear that\Adam Kluver" is (e.g.) the name of a ompany, then any other mention of \Adam Kluver"in that doument will be referring to that ompany. If the author at some point had wantedto also refer to a person alled \Adam Kluver", s/he would have provided some extra ontextto make this lear, and this ontext would have been piked up in the �rst step.If no suitable ontext is found anywhere in the text to deide what sort of Named Entity\Adam Kluver" is, the system an hek other resoures, e.g. a list of known ompany names.But this method only applies after substantial ontext heking has been arried out.In our mu system, we implemented this approah as a ombination of symboli transdutionof sgml elements with probabilisti partial mathing, in 5 stages:1. sure-�re rules2. partial math 13. relaxed rules4. partial math 25. title assignmentWe desribe eah in turn.ENAMEX: 1. Sure-�re RulesIn the �rst step, our sgml transduer fsgmath is used with sure-�re rules. These rules arevery ontext-oriented and they �re only when a possible andidate expression is surroundedby a suggestive ontext. Sure-�re rules rely on known orporate designators (Ltd., In., et.),person titles (Mr., Dr., Sen.), and de�nite ontexts suh as those in Figure 3. The sure-�rerules apply after pos tagging, so at this stage words like \analyst" have already been identi�edas PROF (professions), and words like \brother" as REL (relatives).An example of a transdution rule is presented in Figure 4.At this stage our mu system treats information from the lists as likely rather than de�niteand always heks if the ontext is either suggestive or non-ontraditive. For example, alikely ompany name with a onjuntion is left untagged at this stage if the ompany isnot listed in a list of known ompanies: in a sentene like \this was good news for ChinaInternational Trust and Investment Corp", it is not lear whether the text deals with one ortwo ompanies, and no markup is applied.Named Entity reognition in XML { 15{ Mikheev et al



Context Rule Assign ExampleXxxx+ is? a? JJ* PROF PERS Yuri Gromov, a former diretorXxxx+ is? a? JJ* REL PERS John White is beloved brotherXxxx+ himself PERS White himselfXxxx+, DD+, PERS White, 33,shares in Xxxx+ ORG shares in Trinity MotorsPROF of/at/with Xxxx+ ORG diretor of Trinity Motorsin/at LOC LOC in WashingtonXxxx+ area LOC Beribidjan areaFigure 3: Examples of sure-�re transdution material for enamex. Xxxx+ is a sequene ofapitalized words; DD is a digit; PROF is a profession; REL is a relative; JJ* is a sequeneof zero or more adjetives; LOC is a known loation.Similarly, the system postpones the markup of unknown organizations whose name startswith a sentene initial ommon word, as in \Suspended Ceiling Contrators Ltd denied theharge". Sine the sentene-initial word has a apital letter, it ould be an adjetive modifyingthe ompany \Ceiling Contrators Ltd", or it ould be part of the ompany name, \SuspendedCeiling Contrators Ltd".Names of possible loations found in our gazetteer of plae names are marked as LOCATIONonly if they appear with a ontext that is suggestive of loation. \Washington", for example,an just as easily be a surname or the name of an organization. Only in a suggestive ontext,like \in the Washington area", will it be marked up as loation.ENAMEX: 2. Partial Math 1After the sure-�re symboli transdution the system performs a probabilisti partial mathof the identi�ed entities. This is implemented as an interation between two tools. The�rst tool ollets all named entities already identi�ed in the doument. It then generates allpossible partial orders of the omposing words preserving their order, and marks them if foundelsewhere in the text. In our example, \Adam Kluver Ltd" had already been reognised asan organisation by the sure-�re rule. In this seond step, any ourrenes of \Adam Kluver",\Kluver Ltd", \Adam Ltd" and \Adam Kluver" are also tagged as possible organizations.This markup, however, is not de�nite sine some of these words (suh as \Adam") ould referto a di�erent entity.This annotated stream goes to a seond tool, a pre-trained maximum entropy model. It takesinto aount ontextual information for named entities, suh as their position in the sentene,whether they exist in lowerase in general, whether they were used in lowerase elsewhere inthe same doument, et. These features are passed to the model as attributes of the partiallymathed words. If the model provides a positive answer for a partial math, the math iswrapped into a orresponding ENAMEX element.Named Entity reognition in XML { 16{ Mikheev et al



<RULE name="FirstNameDitExat" type=DISJ ><REL math = "W/#~[A-Z℄[a-z℄+$" ><LEXCHECK hek_in= "NAMES_lex" hek_tags="FN *" ></LEXCHECK></REL><REL math = "W/#~[A-Z℄[a-z℄+((slav)|(ldo))$" ></RULE><RULE name="John_Uuuu+_Xxxx_Jr?" type=SEQ targ='ENAMEX TYPE=PERSON' ><REL math = "FirstNameDitExat" type="REF" ></REL><REL math = "W[C=NNP℄" m_mod= STAR ></REL><REL math = "W[C=NNP L!=d℄" m_mod= PLUS ></REL><REL math = 'W/#~^((Jr\.?)|(Sr\.?))' m_mod= QUEST ></REL></RULE>Figure 4: Sample of a transdution rule. The rule John Uuuu+ Xxxx Jr? alls subrules insequene by referening the rule FirstNameDitExat.ENAMEX: 3. Rule RelaxationOne this has been done, the system again applies the sgml transdution rules. But this timethe rules have muh more relaxed ontextual onstraints and extensively use the informationfrom already existing markup and from the lexion ompiled during proessing, e.g. ontainingpartial orders of already identi�ed named entities.At this stage the system will mark word sequenes whih look like person names. For this ituses a grammar of names: if the �rst apitalized word ours in a list of �rst names and thefollowing word(s) are unknown apitalized words, then this string an be tagged as a PERSON.Here we are no longer onerned that a person name an refer to a ompany. If the namegrammar had applied earlier in the proess, it might erroneously have tagged \Adam Kluver"as a PERSON instead of an ORGANIZATION. At this point in the hain of enamex proessing,that is not a problem anymore: \Adam Kluver" will by now already have been identi�ed asan ORGANIZATION by the sure-�re rules or during partial mathing. If it hasn't, then it islikely to be the name of a person.At this stage the system will also attempt to resolve onjuntion problems in names of organ-isations. For example, in \this was good news for China International Trust and InvestmentCorp", it is not lear whether the text is referring to one organisation or two. The systemheks if possible parts of the onjuntions were used in the text on their own and thus arenames of di�erent organizations; if not, the system has no reason to assume that more thanone ompany is being talked about.In a similar vein, the system resolves the attahment of sentene initial apitalized modi�ers,the problem alluded to above with the \Suspended Ceiling Contrators Ltd" example: if themodi�er was seen with the organization name elsewhere in the text, then the system hasgood evidene that the modi�er is part of the ompany name; if the modi�er does not ourNamed Entity reognition in XML { 17{ Mikheev et al



anywhere else in the text with the ompany name, it is assumed not to be part of the it.At this stage known organizations and loations from the lists available to the system aremarked in the text, again without heking the ontext in whih they our.ENAMEX: 4. Partial Math 2At this point, the system has exhausted its resoures (name grammar, list of loations,et). The system then performs another partial math to annotate names like \White"when \James White" had already been reognised as a person, and to annotate ompanynames like \Hughes" when \Hughes Communiations Ltd." had already been identi�ed asan organisation. As in Partial Math 1, this proess of partial mathing is again followed bya probabilisti assignment supported by the maximum entropy model.ENAMEX: 5. Title AssignmentBeause titles of news wires are in apital letters, they provide little guidane for the reog-nition of names. In the �nal stage of enamex proessing, entities in the title are markedup, by mathing or partially mathing the entities found in the text, and heking against amaximum-entropy model trained on doument titles. For example, in \GENERAL TRENDSANALYST PREDICTS LITTLE SPRING EXPLOSION" \GENERAL TRENDS" will betagged as an organization beause it partially mathes \General Trends In" elsewhere in thetext, and \LITTLE SPRING" will be tagged as a loation beause elsewhere in the text thereis supporting evidene for this hypothesis.5 Conlusion5.1 PerformaneIn the mu ompetition, our system's ombined preision and reall sore was 93.39%. Thiswas the highest sore, better in a statistially signi�ant way than the sore of the next bestsystem. Sores varied from 93.39% to 69.67%. Further details on this an be found in [8℄.The table in Figure 5 shows the progress of the performane of the system we �elded for themu ompetition through the �ve stages.As one would expet, the sure-�re rules give very high preision (around 96-98%), but verylow reall|in other words, they don't �nd many enamex entities, but the ones they �nd areorret. Subsequent phases of proessing add gradually more and more enamex entities (reallinreases from around 40% to around 90%), but on oasion introdue errors (resulting in aslight drop in preision). Our �nal sore for ORGANISATION, PERSON and LOCATION is given inthe bottom line of Figure 5.
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Stage ORGANIZATION PERSON LOCATIONSure-�re Rules R: 42 P: 98 R: 40 P: 99 R: 36 P: 96Partial Math 1 R: 75 P: 98 R: 80 P: 99 R: 69 P: 93Relaxed Rules R: 83 P: 96 R: 90 P: 98 R: 86 P: 93Partial Math 2 R: 85 P: 96 R: 93 P: 97 R: 88 P: 93Title Assignment R: 91 P: 95 R: 95 P: 97 R: 95 P: 93Figure 5: Sores obtained by the system through di�erent stages of the analysis. R - reall P- preision.5.2 The systemOne of the design features of the system whih sets it apart from other Named Entity reog-nition systems is that it is designed fully within the sgml paradigm: the system is omposedof several tools whih are onneted via a pipeline with data enoded in sgml or xml. Thisallows the same tool to apply di�erent strategies to di�erent parts of the texts using di�erentresoures. The tools do not onvert from sgml into an internal format and bak, but operateat the sgml or xml level.Our system does not rely heavily on lists or gazetteers but instead treats information fromsuh lists as \likely" and onentrates on �nding ontexts in whih suh likely expressions arede�nite. In fat, the �rst phase of the enamex analysis uses virtually no lists but still ahievessubstantial reall.The system is doument entred. This means that at eah stage the system makes deisionsaording to a on�dene level that is spei� to that proessing stage, and draws on infor-mation from other parts of the doument. The system is hybrid, applying symboli rules andstatistial partial mathing tehniques in an interleaved fashion.5.3 LimitationsUnsurprisingly, the major problem for the system are single apitalized words, mentioned justone or twie in the text and without suggestive ontexts. In suh a ase the system annotapply ontextual assignment, assignment by analogy or lexial lookup and fails to markupthe entity. As the results of the mu ompetition show, this is a relatively rare ourrene.6 AvailabilityA runtime version of the system desribed here is available for free athttp://www.ltg.ed.a.uk/software/ne/.We also have a set of tools whih an be used to develop a Named Entity reognition system.The tool suite is alled lt ttt, and is available fromhttp://www.ltg.ed.a.uk/software/ttt/.Named Entity reognition in XML { 19{ Mikheev et al
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